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Elevation Inlet Pond
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Oulet stone into rock
cascade prior to gully

sump collector

Make good incoming channel with slab base 
and mortared stone sides to minimise silt 
load of incoming flow. Alternatively vegetate 
channel fully using erosion protection 
matting and grassed sward to sides and 
base. 
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Existing boundary wall

Pre-installed pipe 300mm
dia. to lower pond inlet

300mm Circular Cast Iron Gully Grid with 
cobbles/rocks to partially conceal at base of 
cascade to be set withinn C20 benching IL 
25mm below surround finished ground level

Naylor Clay Gully with 300mm
decorative grating at termination to

channel/cascade. DN Outlet 150 into
existing pipework via EPDM coupling

and variable connector. Internal Depth
610. DN Internal 300
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Section AA Inlet Pond
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Planting shelf for optional aquatic 
baskets

Face with walling stone/slips tied 
into blockwork to match existing 
site walling

Secure outlet tube in C20 concrete bed to suit

550mm minimum length, 175 mm dia. stainless steel pipe outlet tube in
2mm stainless with protective guard by de Havilland Engineering, 45mm

freeboard (Water level below liner level).

Flexible EPDM connector 
175mm OD to polypropelene 
175mm pipe connection, to 
Inspection Chamber

EPDM Pond Liner with a minimum under-liner
protection of Ekotex 6 or similar approved.

Slabs or uniform walling stones as edging cap piece to 
conceal overturned liner. Installed on continuous bed of 
Class II mortar over well-consolidated sub-base. 

EPDM Pipe Boot sealed to liner/stainless tube
with proprietory products or Firestone
QuickSeam FormFlash around to suit

430x215 blockwork
below liner
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Make good incoming
channel with slab base and

stone edging

Sub-base
compacted to refusal

minimum 200mm
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Section BB Lower Pond
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Existing pipe inlet and 
decorative opening in wall. 
Divert intermittent flows as 
required during 
construction

Aquatic planting shelf against wall 
with marginal planting as specified 
on BG110_3_1_002 Planting Plan. 
Minimum water depth 100mm

200mm site-won subsoil 
only (do not use topsoil) as 
planting shelf against 
retaining wall

Walling stone or similar informal edge within 
C20 concrete haunch over liner/liner 
protection. Note: do not use soft limestone to 
prevent degradation and free lime.

Conceal haunch with a mixture of
rounded cobbles (200-400) with small
decorative aggregate as infill between

cobbles.

175 mm dia. stainless steel pipe outlet
tube with protective guard by de

Havilland Engineering, 75mm below
liner perimeter level. 550mm minimum

length.

55
0EPDM Pond Liner with a

minimum under-liner
protection of Ekotex 6 or

similar approved.

Forest pennant paving slabs or similar as edging cap
piece to conceal overturned liner. Paed outlet channel as

indicated on General Arrangements to be formed within
50mm deep swale for secure overflow with no blockage

concerns, to replace existing pond cascade. Inlet to
channel to be formed from two dropped edging slabs at

pond. Refer to simple section

Allow for large cobbles/site 
won stone (suitably hard 
such as Forest Pennant) 
as additional erosion 
protection below inlet 
spillway.
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150mm pipe crossing on shallow
cross falls at public footpath. Site

flows have not been seen to exceed
this pipe capacity .

Outlet channel with dished 
C20 concrete/stone base (min 
300mm wide) and grassed 
side slopes forming a channel 
minimum 100mm deep. Note, 
during planting establishment 
protect side slopes at risk of 
erosion with Hytex Jute 
matting or similar approved.

Edging stones dropped 50mm 
at pond outlet

Naylor Clay Gully with 300mm
decorative grating at termination to

channel/cascade. DN Outlet 150 into
existing wall spout/path crossing

collector sump. Internal Depth 610.
DN Internal 300

Break in hedge at angle shown to
maintain privacy and avoid risk of

blockage.
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Note: Site flows have been assessed in relation to capacity of pipe diameter of public footpath pipe crossing - which is limited to 
150mm diameter on relatively shallow falls.

The flow capacity of all pipework on site has been designed to match or exceed the possible flow rate of this limiting pipe.
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